
Cornwall Blood Bikes - Corona Virus (COVID - 19) Operational Guidance 

Reviewed 24th November 2020 (JP) 

This supersedes the risk assessment and provides greater detail about the full operational 

procedures to be followed. 

1. Background 

● The country is still in the grip of a pandemic and entered the second wave and the 

Government has issued instructions on what to do whilst it continues and guidelines 

continually change. 

● Current Government guidance can be found at https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus but 

restrictions have changed to a tiered system across the UK. As of 5th November the UK is in 

national lockdown.  

● The NHS has published guidance on those at risk as well as precautions that we must all take. 

These can be found at https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19  

● Riders must acquaint themselves with these guidelines and observe them at all times. 

● Jayne is able to organise COVID-19 swab tests for those that are experiencing symptoms. It is 

important to report symptoms as testing is crucial within the first 1-5 days. 

2. Operations 

From the beginning of October there has been a surge in active COVID-19 cases across Cornwall. 

 This virus is still very active within Cornwall and we MUST not become complacent and still strict 

operational guidelines are current for CBB riders and CBB coordinators.  

The operational guidance from March still stands and Riders MUST not enter onto wards, and all 

coordinators must remind and liaise with the tasking hospital caller to get samples left at a 

designated collection point to pick up from a member of hospital staff.  

Please use the buzzer at the relevant community hospital entrances to gain attention from hospital 

staff. 

The wearing of Facemasks in a hospital setting confirmed as of 16.06.2020 we have also sourced 

PPE Packs & Disinfectants for all bikes, and PPE for individual issue.  

Please can all riders be vigilant on the kit in the bike for PPE and disinfectant and report to the 

Fleet Manager. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19


Cornwall NHS introduced protocols for the transport of samples and access to the necessary parts of 

healthcare premises. They have discussed these with us which has enabled us to formulate 

instructions to riders that will keep them safe and minimise the risk of cross infection. Riders must 

adhere to these at all times. 

● COVID-19 samples are subject to a packaging protocol to make sure that there is a minimum 

risk of contamination. NHS Cornwall is making sure that all hospitals are aware of this and 

have the means to carry it out. In essence, the samples are separately packed in absorbent 

material, double bagged and placed in a rigid box for transport. The box will be marked as a 

Category B (UN 3373) sample. 

● As of (04.04.20) RCH Microbiology has issued Daniels containers/Bio Bottles  these have been 

sent to: Heligan, St Austell Harold White, St Austell Boscawen, Falmouth Lismore, Helston 

Anchor, Bodmin 

These are the wards that have sent the most Covid samples to date to RCH Microbiology. 

Liskeard & Launceston hospital (as of 27.04.20) now have Daniels containers on wards 

As of 22nd September 2020 CBB returned to our normal operating hours of 5pm-7am (weekdays) 

24 hours (weekends/bank holidays). 

From 30th September CBB took delivery from RCH of 7L Daniels Boxes for all our fleet bikes. Each box 

has been labelled up as the property of Cornwall Blood Bikes and also labelled with the number of the 

fleet bike that it has been allocated to.  

 We ask all riders to look after these boxes please, and under no circumstances must they be left 

elsewhere other than with the fleet bike except when being used for delivery/collection.  

This will enable ALL riders now on duty to safely carry COVID swabs taking the pressure off a single 

dedicated rider, these individuals over the past few months have seen some exceptionally long 

duties.  

We continue to collect at COVID testing hubs at weekends at designated times. 

When Microbiology closes at 18:00 (Mon-Sun) we now have permission granted from the labs to drop 

any such swabs to Haematology which will be taken by porter to the on call Biomedical Scientist 

which will be tested more than likely that evening although there is a digitised cut off for analysers. 

Suspect swabs as you know should be double bagged before being placed into these boxes or bio 

bottles. 

We also ask each of you please to be vigilant on the sanitisation of these boxes and your equipment 

after EVERY SINGLE USE  

 

 

 

 

 



● Blood samples from COVID-19 patients are to be dealt with in the same way that we 

normally deal with all blood samples, and these can go with our other blood samples. Riders 

simply follow the strict GMP guidelines, but these jobs will be Time Critical and must be 

marked as COVID-19 on the journey log. 
● SWABS cannot be packaged with any other item; they MUST be kept seperate within their 

Daniels Box. 

 

3. Delivery of samples 

RCH Treliske is no longer accessible by the public and that includes CBB.All this guidance has been 

received directly from the RCHT Management and Critical Incident Teams (27/03/20) and continues 

to be reviewed on a daily basis. 

In order to hand over our samples riders must observe the following procedures. 

i. Haematology 

1. Access to Haematology is ONLY through the link corridor via the front 

entrance of the hospital. The door will be manned by security who will allow the 

rider in. Riders must go straight to haematology and swipe themselves in.  

Please ring the bell on the counter once to alert staff to your drop off. There is no 

need to obtain a signature but please can you provide a name of the person if 

possible. If not possible due to high demand then please self sign and provide the 

time of delivery is noted. 

2. If a Coordinator takes an out of hours after 10 pm request for a blood culture/swab 

from a suspected COVID-19 patient they must ascertain the urgency as some may 

requests may be of a time critical nature. Please ensure that the requesting ward 

rings ahead to the Microbiology BMS and gives them an ETA of our rider who will 

drop off at Haematology.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ii. The West Cornwall 17:45 PICK UP & 18:30 DELIVERY Weekday Run 

1. The weekday West Cornwall run will now as of (09.04.20) be delivered and accepted by 

RCHT Haematology. 

No need to obtain a signature, but a name is needed for the audit trail and a time. The yellow slip 

must be left with the box. 

iii. Wards for collect/drop off etc. 

1. All riders must go to the main reception in the Trelawny Building 

(Main Entrance) and inform Security where the delivery is to go. They will contact that department 

who will arrange for a member of staff or porter to collect or deliver it. Riders must maintain a social 

distance of 2m during hand over and the advice is to place the sample down and step away. Again 

there is no need to obtain a signature but a name is needed and a delivery time. 

 The yellow slip must be left with the sample. 

iv. Pharmacy 

1. Blood bikes can come round the back of the department (the road that leads to the banjo 

car-park/renal unit area) and ring the bell. That way riders don’t have to come into the 

hospital. 

v. Microbiology 

1. Microbiology operates from 08:00 to 18:00 Monday to Sunday (as of 

17.04.20) During these hours both blood culture specimens and 

swabs should be taken there directly. 

2. Riders must use the external intercom to gain access to reception. 

Once in reception the samples should be left with the pink slip for staff. There is no 

need to obtain a signature, the recipient’s name can be entered by the rider and 

leave the copy of paperwork. At all times riders must maintain a 2 metre distance 

from staff. 

 

c. Stratton Hospital sends COVID 19 samples to the combined Lab at North Devon Hospital 

(Barnstaple). At present (29.03.2020) it is accessible in the normal way and the Lab can accept 

samples at 08:00. 

● Derriford Hospital Microbiology is now open from 0700-1700 due to high demand and 

could be unmanned at any time of the day.  

Derriford Microbiology is happy for CBB riders to PP time and sign the receipts and post the job sheet 

along with the swab through the door. There are instructions on the door and all samples drop 

through into a COVID-19 box. So essentially the East can deliver swabs at any time.  

 

 

 

 

 



● Liskeard Hospital (as of 17.04.20) 
If a rider is tasked to pick up COVID-19 swabs / bloods they should go to the door at the 

bottom of the road as stated that is for Oak and Willow. Riding down the bank to the right of 

the hospital and through the wooden gates at the bottom, park up, use the buzzer to the 

right of the door. 

Should your tasking be for standard samples going to Derriford Combined Labs, go through 

the main door, down the stairs to the ward entrances (Oak & Willow) buzz the intercom and 

they will be brought to you. 

ACAH standard samples will still be left on one of the wards or at MIU just inside the main 

entrance door. 

Riders will no longer be required to obtain a signature at collection/drop offs during this crisis but a 

name is needed and still leave the relevant paper copy with the hospital. 

4. Royal Cornwall Hospitals Trust Access: 

As of (08.04.2020) swipe cards which have “Hospital Entrance” status for the main trust 

hospitals; Royal Cornwall site, St Michaels, Hayle and West Cornwall Hospital have been 

issued or being rolled out to riders. 

This would also enable CBB riders to have access also to the outer door of Haematology 

laboratories and Clinical Sciences. 

All areas are denied access; please can we just take this opportunity to remind you all to 

abide by the Hospital Trust rules, regulations, guidelines and any hospital staff instruction. 

 

5. COVID-19 NHS MID /WEST TESTING SITE;-  WEEKEND TASKING 

Cornwall Foundation Partnership Trust & Kernow Health Clinical Commissioning Group 

started a program of NHS staff and family testing back in April but as of 01.06.2020  The 

Royal Cornwall Showground at Wadebridge has two testing sites.  

As from 14th October they only take SWABS as Antibody testing is no longer considered a 

reliable resource. 

The pick up is at 15:30 at the showground with it needing to be delivered to Royal Cornwall 

Hospitals Microbiology. 

A West Testing Hub is open  at The Penzance Cricket Club with a collection happening at 

15:00 delivering to RCH Microbiology.  

These are reflected on the duty rider rota for West and Mid at weekends only now and the 

coordinator will allocate these job taskings the night before.  At present it is still a dedicated 

COVID rider if possible however the 10:00-16:00 MID daytime rider will complete this. 

This rider will need the Green Padded Versapak Box and Bio Bottles for the hub pickups as 

the volume can be vast.  

One box is kept in the container for the MID rider to collect and the other box is to be kept 

with Tim Cookman (WEST) These boxes must be picked up and returned to those points 

please. 

 

 



6. Hygiene and sanitation 

● Riders must pay close attention to good hand hygiene, respiratory hygiene 

and social distancing at all times. At present its prudent to assume that all 

inanimate objects have the potential of transmitting the Corona virus. This 

includes banisters and door handles as well as petrol pumps. When fuelling 

bikes, riders should use gloves and hand sanitizer. 

● Riders must disinfect their satchels, bags, panniers etc. between every single 

use using the NHS standard grade disinfectant which is now in all bike 

panniers OR a domestic bleach diluted using 2 teaspoons (10ml) of a bleach 

to one cup (250 ml) of cold water. 
This solution should be applied to surfaces using a suitable cloth following the 

precautions on the label of the bleach bottle and allowed to air dry. 

 

Please can we ask ALL riders to monitor the PPE kit in bikes; disinfectant, masks and gloves 

and please contact the Fleet Manager if supplies are getting low. 

All Kit Supplies are in the following locations:- 

In the East; Ian Butler  Mid; Container & Tim Cookman (QuarterMaster)  West; John 

Penlerick  
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